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. Subjects-~McGuire Nuclear Station Unit 2
. Docket No. 50-370
Licensee: Event Report 370/88-10-2

Gentlemen

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Sections (a)(1) and (d), attached is Addendum.2 to
Licensee Event Report 370/88-10-2 concerning a containment sump isolation valve
switchgear logic wire that was' incorrectly wired. This report includes additional
information-in follow-up to a previous planned corrective action. This event is
considered to be of no significance with respect to the health and safety of the
public.-

.

Very'truly yours,

.k'
T.L. cConnell

DVE/ADJ/cbl.
.
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L xc Mr. S.D. Ebneter American. Nuclear Insurers
Administrator, Region II c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
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101 Marietta St., NW, Suite 2900 270 Farmington Avenue

L' Atlanta, GA 30323 Farmington, CT 06032
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INPO Records Center Mr. Darl Hood
Suite 1500 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1100 circle 75 Parkway Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation'1
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On 06/15/88, Construction and Maintenance (CMD) personnel were implementing a j
lNuclear Station !bdification (NSM) on the switchgear logic of valve 2NI-184B, B

Train Safety Injection Cbntainment Sunp Isolation, and discovered a wire placed on j

the wrong terminal point on the valve actuater terminal block. 00 documented the
'

as found position of the wire on the associated procedure. 00 personnel empleted
the NSM including relocating the misplaced wire. On 06/27/88, Quality Assurance
(QA) discovered the discrepancy. After researching drawings for the switchgear ,

|logic for valve 2NI-184B, QA detert1Lned the required function of the switchgear
logic was. inoperable in,the as found configuration. Wis event is assigned a cause

-

1

i

of Personnel Erzer because a wire in the terminal block was placed on the wrong '

terminal point due to a lack of attention to detail. W is event is also assigned
a contributory cause of Design Deficiency, because the terminal block for the
actuator for valve 2NI-184B was installed in a position wtuch is difficult to

Se event is also assigned a contributory cause of Management Deficiencyac ss.
due to a breakdown in the Ebnctional Verification Program. Appropriate Maintenance
procedures will be revised and the Etnctional Verification program will be
reviewed' for inprovements. Supervision will review this event with appropriate
personnel.

.
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On Aine 15,1988, Cbc truction and Maintenance Division (00) personnel were .

inplementing a melaar Station 2dification (NSM) on the switchgear logic of valve
2NI-184B, B Train Safety Injection Contalment Sunp Isolation, and discovered a
wire had been plaM cm the wrong terminal point on the valve actuator terminal
block. 00 personnel h= anted the as found position of the wire on the -
procedure associated with the NSM. Se same day, OO personnel empleted the NSM
which included relocating the misplaced wire.

On iAine 27, 1988, during an audit of the NSM paperwork, Quality Assurance -(@)
personnel discovered the dien epancy. After researching the associated drawings
for the switchgear logie of valve 2NI-184B, @ determined the required function of
the switchgear logic, autcmatic closure of valve 2ND-4B, B Train Isolation in' ,

Suction frm Refueling %ter Storage Tank, was inoperable in the as found
configuration.

Unit 2 was in No Mode, with no fuel in the Reactor Vessel, at the time the event
was discovered; however, Unit 2 operated in all modes during the time the wire was
on the wrong terminal point.

'Ihis event has been assigned a cause of Personnel Error because a wire in the
terminal block was placed on the wrong terminal point due to a lack of attention
to detail. mis event has also been assigned a contributory cause of Design
Deficiency because the terminal block for the actuator for valve 2NI-184B was
installed in a position which is difficult to access. mis event has also been
assigned a contributory cause of Management Deficiency because of a breakdown in
the Functional Verification Program.

EVAIDATION:

Backcfround

During an actuation of the Energency Core Cooling System (ECCS) the Safety
Injection (NI) system (EIIStBQ} provides emergency core cooling in the. event of a
Ioss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) or a Main Steam system (EIIS:SB] break. During
the short term (injection) node following a IICA, borated water frm the Befueling
Water Storage Tank (EhST) is injected into the Reactor Cbolant (NC) systan
(EIIS:AB). When the IMT is depleted, the Containment Sunp is used as a source of
emergency core cooling water for the long term (recirculation) mode.

2e injectica centier until the low level set point of the EMT is reached, at-

which time Operations (OPS) perscravel verify the ECCS systen aligrment to the
recirculaticn mode. mis is partially acomplished by autmatic opening of
valves 2NI-184B and 2NI-185A, A Train Containment Sunp Isolation (EIIS:ISV]', in
the containment sung suction lines to the Residual Heat Pemoval (ND) system

_ __._ ------
__.
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[EIIStBP) ptmps [EIIStP) and autmatic closure of valves 2ND-19A and 2N!b4B, A
Train Isolation in Suction Fran INST, [EIIS ISV). h is action realigns the ND
system suction fran the MT to the containment Sung. Cbntrol Bocen indications of
water level in the contaiment sunp and in the MT, and associated level alanns
fran the MT provides anple warning to OPS personnel to terminate the injection '

mode while the operating punpa taking suction fran the MT still have adequate
net positive suction head.

Technical Specificatica (TS) 3.5.2 requires that two independent KX'S
subsystans shall be operable with each subsystan ecmprised oft

a. One operable centrifugal chariging pmp;
b. One operable safety injection punp;
c. One operable ND heat exchanger;
d. One operable ND punp; and,

An operable flow path capable of taking suction fran the MT on ae.
safety injection signal and automatically transferring suction to the
containment sung during the recirculation phase of the operation.
[ Emphasis Added]

tis TS is applicable in !bdes 1 (Power Operation), 2 (Hot Standby), and 3 (Hot
Shutdown).

%e action statment for TS 3.5.2 states that with one KX'S subsysten
7

inoperable,. the inoperable subsysten nust be restored to operable status within'

72 hours, or the unit nust be placed in at least Hot Standby within the next 6
hours and in Ibt Shutdown within the. following 6 hours.

Description of Event

On June 15, 1988, 0 0 personnel were inplenenting NSM MG-20658 on the i

switchgear logic for valves 2NI-185A and 2NI-184B. %e NSM included changing
the wiring configuration on the tenninal block of these valves. 00 personnel !

I performed the modification on valve 2NI-185A, and then began work on valve
2NI-184B. During the removal of the wiring on the terminal block for valve
2NI-184B, 00 personnel discovered wire no.16 was connected'to terminal no. 42
instead of terminal no. 44. me connection diagram 00 personnel were using ;

indicated that wire no.16 was supposed to be connected to terminal no. 44. 00 ,

'

personnel documented the incorrect placanent of wire no.16 on Procedure
IP/0/A/3090/02, Instrument and Electrical Troubleshooting. 00 personnel infonted
their supervisor of the misplaced wire. me 00 supervisor stated that he then

Iinformed the 00 Electrical Technical Support personnel of the mispla d wire;
however, the 00 Electr c1 Technical Support personnel do.not remember being~

informed about the mis R . d wire. CMD Electrical Technical Support personnel did
state that the documeritation of the incorrectly placed wiring should have been
discovered during a review of the NSM paperwork prior to it being sent to Quality
Assurance (QA) personnel for review. S e modification included placing wire no.
16 on tenninal no. 31 as a part of the nodification to the switchgear logic. mis
change wrrected the wiring error.

- |
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On June 27, 1988, during an audit of the NSM paperwork, @ personnel discovered
the doctsnantation of the discrepancy. @ personnel researched the drawing for the
switchgear logic of valve 2NI-184B and determined that the switchgear logic to |

autcunatically close valve 2ND-4B would not have operated with wire no.16|

connected to terminal no. 42. We misplaced wire made the autrznatic switchgear
inoperable resulting in a violation of TS 3.5.2. On June 27,1988, at 1000, @
personnel initiated a Problem Investigation Report (PIR) ccricerning the ircomet
wiring. On July 22, 1988, Design Ehgineering (DE) personnel issued a nemorandum
addressing past operability concerns. DE personnel determined that the failure of
valve 2ND-4B to close auttunatically on switch over frun the FWST to the containment
sung did not constitute an operability concern. ,

(bnclusion

his event has been assigned a cause of Personnel Error because 00 personnel
apparently connected wire no.16 to terminal no. 42 instead of terminal no. 44 on
the actuator terminal block for valve 2NI-184B, because of a lack of attention to'

detail.

During this investigation, Work Pequest (hR) 94732 was determined to be the
last WR that included work on the actuator terminal block of valve 2NI-184B and
specifically wire no. 16. We WR was part of NSM package MG-20700 Fev. 2 which
moved the Torque Switch Bypass frun primary switches to the add-on-pack, and
also replaced all junper wires with environmentally qualified wire. WR 94732
was workal on between May 29, 1987 and June 6, 1987. Se work was perforned by
Instrumentation and Electrical (IAE) 00 Suwort Technicians A and B.

Wire no.16 was not part of the junper wire change, but was disconnected and
subsequently reconnected after the junper wires were replaced with
environmentally qualified wire. All the wires in the terminal block'were
removed to facilitate the jumper wire change out and subsequently replaced to

. ensure the wires in the terminal block were neatly arranged and not bent or
crinped. 0 0 personnel used the Implementation of Independent verification
procedure, which shows wire no.16 was renoved frun terminal no. 44,-
independently verified, subsequently reconnected to terminal no. 44, and
independently verified. IAE CND Support Technicians A and B stated that they

. did not runnenber the individual wiring'but that it was possible that they could
have made the wiring error. IAE 04D Support 'Ibchnician B stated the working
conditions were difficult and could have contributed to the error. NSM
MG-20700 Rev. 2 was performed on night shift at approximately 0300. %e shift
started at 1900. IAE 00 Support Technicians A and B had been at work
approximately eight hours at the time of the error.

IAE 00 Support Technicians A and B were anployee Training Qualification Systan
qualified to perform the assigned task and routinely work on terminal blocks.

--
_
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his event has also been assigned a contributory cause of Design Deficiency
because of a poor man /equipnent interface. Valve 2NI-184B is located in the Unit
2 Auxiliary Building 716' elevation lechanical Penetration room. %e area is
radioactively contaminated and is a High Radiation area. Se terminal block is
oriented with the cover facing tcwards the floor, apprtmimately 18 inches fran the
floor. This location required IAE 01D Support Technicians A and B to work on the
terminal block lyirg on their backs. Because the terminal block was facing the
floor, lighting was poor. IAE 01D Support Technicians A and B used No
flashlights to prcuide light to perform the work. Based upon the difficult
coaditions encountered, it is very likely IAE OiD Support Technicians A and B,
working on this N94, made the wiring error on wire no.16.

On October 3,1988, IAE CMD Support Technician B subnitted a Station Problem
Report (SPR) concerning valve 2NI-184B, to request DE personnel to evaluate

j- reorienting the actuator for valve 2NI-184B to make the terminal block nore
t

accessible.

tis event has also been assigned a ecntributory cause of Management Deficiency
| because of a breakdown in the Ebnccional Verification Program, Maintenance

Management Procedure (MMP) 1.3. We existing Functional Verification Program did
not clearly define the mininum functional verification requirements for a

he functional verification for valve 2NI-184B consisted ofparticular emponent,
a valve stroke timirg test, and observing the valve indication while the valve was

he functional verification did not include
being cycled frcm the Control Rocm.If the functional verification had included testing oftesting of any interlocks.
the associated interlocks, the wiring error would have been discovered and the TS
violation would not have occurred.

In April of 1987, INPO issued a finding concerning the ninctional VerificationI Maintenance personnel developed a new MMPProgran at McGuire Nuclear Station.
section 1.6 to supersede MMP 1.3 in response to the finding. MMP J.6 was
approved in May of 1988 and implemented on October 1,1988.

A review of M::Guire Licensee Event Reports (LER) and station incident
investigation +ns revealed many past incidents involving TS violations
attributed to Personnel Error because of a lack of attention to detail, Design

| Deficiency because of a difficult man /equignent interface, or Management' mis eventDeficiency because of a lack of, or inadequate policy or directive.
is, therefore, recurring. Also, there have been past incidents involving the

|-

Functional Verification Program. Station incident report M87-22-1 ihvolved a
short circuit in a valve actuator which was not detected by functional

IAE personnel have since modified their post-maintenanceverification testing.
retest procedures for Ibtork motor operated valves to check for short circuits on

'

the terminal block. Also, LERs 369/86-12, 369/87-20, 369/87-27, and 369/88-06,

'

Theinvolved caponents that underwent maintenance without a subsequent retest.
corrective actions were specific to the events and would not have prevented this
event frcrn occurring. wo reportable events (incident investigation nos.
M88-052-1 and M88-054-1) , currently under investigation possibly involve an
inadequate Functional Verification Program.

-- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ m _ _ _ __
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his event is not reportable to the M1 clear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) .'

CORRBCTIVE SCTICNS:

TnunaM ate: None

aabsequents. 1) Based upon this incident and two other associated
' :
..

-

incidents, Project Services personnel reviewed all McChire NSM
packages to determine if adequate functional verification was
performed, mis action was empleted and teriporary test
p acedures where appropriate were written and additional
functional verifications were performed as necessary.

. 2) = Maintenance personnel replaced MP 'l.3 with MP 1.6, which
defines the minimum functional verification requirments
for a particular emponent. his was effective October 1,p

1-

1988.

3) IAE 00 Support Technician B subnitted an SPR'to evaluate
reorienting the actuator and terminal block for valve
2NI-184B on October 3, 1988.

P.lanned: 1)' IAE Management personnel will review this incident with all
IAE personnel. Cbod work practices and strict adherence to
pro dures will also be stressed.

2). IAE Management personnel will review all NRs which involved
safety related motor operated valve actuator work since the
last Engineered Safety Features test on both Unit 1 and
Unit 2 for documentation of adequate functional
verifications. For ceficient functional verification
doctanentation, IAE personnel will initiate a WR to verify

~

the %. ants in question. ,

3) IAE' bhnagement personnel will head a task force to study
the McGuire Beteet and Functional Verification Programs t;o~
ensure no gaps exist between them.

4) IAE Management personnel have subnitted changes to
procedure IP/0/A/3066/02A, Installation, Penoval, and
Set-up of Rotork 7ctuators, including sign off requirements
for all limit switches and associated interlocks and/or
autanatic signals and to state the method used to
functionally verify each individually.

.
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5) 00 Management personnel will review this incident with 00
electrical and electrical technical support personnel.
Inportance of proper reporting of discrepancies will be

,
' stressed.

|.
^

,

SAFETY ANALYSIS:
3

he ND systen autcznatic switch over sequence from the injection mode to the cold
leg recirculation mode causes valve 2NI-184B to open, then autcznatically initiates .

| 3
closure of valve 2ND-4B. his operation isolates the PWST and aligns 10 pump
suction to the contalrunent sung. S e incorrectly wired interlock would have
prevented the autcznatic closure of valve 2ND 4B.

he failure of valve 2ND-4B to close autcznatically on switch over does not
constitut'e a safety concern since the resulting rate of enptying the FHST is
bounded by the worst case failure which was assuned in calculating the FHST|

,

i' level set points. M:Guire Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) Table 6.3.2-3B
indicates the switch over from EMT injection to cold leg recirculation would
begin at the low level set point of the FwST. - We volune renaining in the PWT
at this time is 117,094 gallons. With both trains of the ND punps, Cbntainment
Spray [EIIS:BE)-pmps, Chemical and Volume Control [EIIS:CB) peps, and Safety :

Injection punps taking suction frun the FET it would= take approximately six
minutes for the INST to be drained to the low-low level set point of 13,121
gallons. OPS personnel should have anple time to complete the switch over
manually frczn the 03ntrol Ibczn.

To verify the switch cuer, OPS personnel using procedure EP/2/A/5000/2.3,
'Iransfer 'Ib Cold Iag Recirculation, would verify the ND punp suction was 1

aligned to the containment sunp. W e procedure directs OPS personnel to
-

manually close valve 2N>4B if it has not closed autcznatically. If valve
~ !2ND-4B cannot be closed, the Transfer To Cold Iag Recirculation procedure

directs @S personnel to stop pung ND 1B and close valve 2NI-184B. Se
.prrrwbre subsequently directs OPS personnel to close valve 21W-27A, INST
supply to ND,- isolating the IMT upstream of valve 2ND-4B.

~ Although automatic switch over frczn the injection mode to cold leg recirculation
was inoperable, @S personnel would initiate action to close valve 2ND-4B.
%erefore, the safety injection function remained operable. (Duphasis Added]

During the time the wire was on the wrong terminal point, there were no
activations of the ECCS,

Ihere were no personnel injuries, radiation overexposures, or releases of
.

radioactive material as a result of this event.

%is event is considered to be of no significance with respect to the health and
safety of the public.

.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

As a follow up to Planned Corrective Action #2 Instrumentation and Electrical
(IAE) Management identified six (6) safety related motor operated valve actuators-
warranting further. evaluation. The valves associated with these actuators are
2NC-31, 2NC-33, 2NC-35, 2NI-136, 2NV-1047, and 2ND-2. Four work requests (WR) were -
generated to have these valves functionally verified. They were WRs 68569
(2NC-31, 33, and 35), 68561 (2NI-136), 68562 (2NV-1047), and 68563 (2ND-2).

WR 68569 for valves 2NC-31, 33, and 35 was performed on October 13 and October 27,
1989. Operations personnel cycled valves while IAE personnel observed operation of-
interlocks between all three valves. IAE personnel also vnrified the position
' indication of the valves. .

WR 68561 for valve 2NI-136 was performed April 2, 1990. Operations-personnel
stroked valve 2NI-136 and IAE personnel observed the interlocks between valves
2NI-115, 2NI-144, 2ND-1, and 2ND-4. It was observed by IAE personnel that all five
(5) contacts changed state at-approximately the same time in both the opened and
closed positions on the five (5) valves.

WR 68562 for valve 2NV-1047 was-performed on May 31, 1989. According to the WR,
,

the valve (2NV-1047) was hand stroked by'IAE personnel while verifying the
interlock status on the contacts.

WR-68563 for valve 2ND-2 was performed on June 28, 1989; however, the verification
as performed was determined to be inadequate by a Maintenance Engineering Services
representative. A sequence was added to WR 96327 to check the valve again while it
was being stroked. 'On. July 28, 1989, the status of terminals 42-43 of antihammer
switch IAS11 in 2ATC2 were checked.

The tests results conducted.on the six (6) identified safety related motor operated
valve actuators were all acceptable. .All components were independently verified
and inspected by Quality Assurance inspectors prior to starting and after
completion of work.

: REFERENCES: WRs: 68569, 68563, 68562, 68561, 96327

IP/0/A/3066/02A, Installation, Removal, and Set-up of Rotork
Actuators

IP/0/A/3090/19, Implementation of Independent Verification

IP/0/A/3090/02, Instrument and Electrical Troubleshooting
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